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.-'ibstract. The natural environment is, in people's mind, out of the cities, and could not belong to the urban environment. It is separat
~ far from the cities. As a consequence, people are very surprised when speaking of geoconservation or geological heritage inside 
_. nized areas, just in their doorstep. Living in towns and cities does not mean that we have to renounce completely our relation 
·m nature. On the contrary, town-dwellers need an every day contact with nature. This contact improves the quality of human life. 
· course in some modem cities this demand will be hard to achieve in short term, but it should be a long-term aim, through a conser

~"2tion and protection of free spaces policy. Such a policy has to be incorporated in all other policies. The result will be the harmoni
coexistence of nature and city. 

In the case of Pireas, the main international harbour and one of the biggest cities in Greece, the conditions are far from being suf
- · ent concerning the above mentioned problematics. However, Pireas is a very nice city by nature, degraded by men. Few natural sites 
r: left. always under threat regime because of the pressure of other priorities and the high ground prices. The rapid disappearance of sites 
J[Xj consequently the irreversible loss of information is between the geoscientific issues in relation. with the modem cities that should be 

uded in the urban geology topics . 
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traduction 

urban environment is considered even in the tra
. onal geological thinking, to be incompatible with 
natural environment and the nature conservation, 

!:speCially with geological history and geoconserva
- . Things are only slightly different, concerning 

plants or animals. It is still in the news on TV or 
newspapers, when a fox appears in the fringe of 
ens! But as far as the ecological thinking advanc

we become more familiarized with the nature and 
conservation in our vicinity. 

tional for urban natural spaces 

- · ng in towns and cities does not mean that we 
·e to renounce completely our relation with na
.... On the contrary, we need an everyday contact 

nature, without making a special effort for it. 
· contact improves the quality of human life. 
In Britain, a country with long tradition in nature 

rvation, English Nature, one of the State Con
·ation Advisory Bodies, recommends that people 

living in towns and cities should have: An accessible 
natural greenspace less than 300 meters (in a straight 
line) from home; Statutory Local Nature Reserves 
provided at a minimum level of one hectare per thou
sand people; at least one accessible 20 hectare site 
within 2 km of home, one accessible I 00 hectare site 
within 5 km from home; and one accessible 500 hect
are site within I 0 km from home. Accessible natural 
greenspace is land, water or geological features 
which has been naturally colonized by plants and an
imals and which is accessible on foot to large num
bers of people. 

Of course, in some modern cities this demand will 
be hard to achieve in short term, but it should be a 
long-term aim, through a conservation and protection 
of free spaces policy. Such a policy has to be incor
porated in all other policies. The result will be the 
harmonious coexistence of nature and city. 

Concerning geoconservation and geological heri
tage, this policy has an additional reason to be put 
into practice. The reason is that without geoconser
vation and geological heritage considerations in all 
aspects of urban life, the geological testimonies of 
the local environment become more and more rare 
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and finally they will totally disappear, if not so far. 
Missing these testimonies means that there are no 
sites to conclude the geological history of the area, 
the history of millions of years before man's advent 
and its relation with the historical time. There are no 
sites not only for the maintenance of the natural qual
ities and characteristics, but even the few sites need
ed for education purposes are missing, so pupils have 
to go away to meet natural sites. 

A decisive way for the success and the feasibility 
of this demand is to integrate environmental issues 
and to give them the necessary priority in planning 
perception, and to take seriously into consideration 
the objectives of sustainable development eliminat
ing unsustainable trends. Surpassing the environ
mental carrying capacity, in no way means ameliora
tion of life. It means an abuse in real needs and real
istic wants, it is the concept of "Hybris" of the an
cient Greeks. 

Sustainability in this context means that urban 
planning provides for the maintenance of the envi
ronment natural qualities and characteristics, and its 
capacity to fulfill its full range of functions, includ
ing the maintenance of geodiversity and biodiversity. 
Urban planning should provide at least for the main
tenance of the critical natural capital, and the con
stant natural assets. According to English Nature 
definition, by critical natural capital is meant : "the 
aspects of the native biodiversity that cannot readily 
be displaced, such as ancient woods", while constant 
natural assets are "those aspects that should not be 
allowed, in total, to follow below minimum levels, 
but which could be created elsewhere within the 
same Natural Area, such as other types of wood
lands. Regarding the geological environment, the 
critical natural capital could be "the minimum of the 
geological sites that can represent the geological his
tory of the urban area and cannot readily be re
placed", whereas the constant natural assets could be 
"the sites that can be replaced by other similar sites, 
within the same area, in case of destruction". 

Some very important geological sites are in urban 
environment. More precisely in England in 1990, 
from a total of 3383 SSSis, 101 are urban sites, 755 
urban fringe sites (I km from urban area), 21 urban 
coastal sites, 95 urban fringe coastal sites. 

Existing situation 
in modern cities 

Today the population of the Earth is 5.4 billions 
while in 2025 will be 8.2 billions. 

More specifically, the population of coastal areas 
in the Mediterranean area has increased in 50 years 
with 250 millions reaching at 450 millions, while in 
2025 will be 570 millions. During the summer peri
od a number of 180 millions increasing continuous-
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ly, is added, resulting to the unplanned urbanization 
of most of tt.em. 

Besides, in all Europe, although with slower rates 
compared to the past, the urbanization continues. 

Along with the increasing scale of urbanization, 
the degradation of the urban natural environment and 
of the countryside around, which has been swal
lowed up, also is increasing. As a consequence, the 
natural and cultural heritage is hit. 

In 1995 an inventory of the European Environ
mental Agency showed that 70-80% of the European 
cities with more than 500 000 habitants do not fulfill 
the quality specifications of the World Health Orga
nization. Today, in most of the modern cities there is 
shortage of free spaces for the citizens to relax, aspi
rate clear air, to walk in places with natural vistas and 
visual variety, and for the children to play and learn. 
Pedestrians are in a very disadvantageous situation, 
too. Especially in the large industrial cities there is 
shortage of public open spaces for the use of the 
working classes. 

The inhabitants of the urban centres are preoccu
pied more and more with the quality of the environ
ment they live in, and the absence of nature in their 
everyday life. Their concern is both moral and aes
thetic, because the idea that nature is good is instinc
tively accepted, as it is also accepted the fact that 
emotional, physical, intellectual and social are the 
personal benefits which are obtained from nature. 

The case of Pireas 

In the case of Pireas (Fig. I), the main international 
harbour and one of the biggest cities in Greece, the 
conditions are far from being sufficient concerning 
the above mentioned problematics and standards. 
However, Pireas is a very nice city by nature, degrad
ed by men. Few natural sites are left, always under 
threat regime because of the pressure of other priori
ties and the high ground prices. Through these sites, 
not more than a handful, some of which are framed 
in concrete, functioning as windows in the geologi
cal time (Plate I, Fig. 2), the geology of the area ap
pears in shortcuts. The primordial criterion for the 
conservation and promotion of these sites is mainly 
their rarity. 

There is no time to lose because the whole area is 
under conditions of drastic interventions and rapid 
changes of its character. A lot of public works 
projects are in progress due to Olympic games of 
2004, which transform the structure of the area. 

Geologically Pireas consists (Fig. l; Plate I) main
ly of Quaternary alluvial deposits as clays, sand, 
gravel, originated from the river Kifissos which now
adays is only partly in the open air, the other part be
ing hidden along Kifissos road. Pliocene marly lime
stones and sandston..es cover a big part of the area, as 



well. These are transgressive sediments of marine or 
coastal facies . At their base conglomerates (pebble 
size 5-20 em), intercalations of sandstones and sandy 
marls are present. Their upper members alternate 
with lacustrine and terrestrial formations, mainly 
conglomerates. The thickness of the formation is 60-
80m. 

In the wider area, the allochthonous series of Cen
omanian-Turonian limestones outcrop as well as 
small occurrences of serpentinized peridotites. The 
limestones are platy, nodular, in their base grey to 
dark grey bioarenites, passing upwards to thin-bed
ded, thick-bedded or massive, grey, black-grey 
biomicrites. They overlay transgressively the ophio
lites and in the contact with them, lateritic iron-ores 
occur in places. The following fossils have been de
termined: 

Ophthalmidium sp., Nezzazata sp., Mayncina sp., 
Pithonella ova/is (Kaufmann), Rotaliidae, Hedber
gella sp., Praeglobotruncana sp. Morphologically 
rhe main area ofPireas is a peninsula, the Piraiki pen
insula about 45 m high, that enters the Saronic gulf, 
up to 2.5 km long. It is connected to the mainland 
northwards, by the Kifissos alluvial plain. Three nat
ural ports, one of them the main port, Kantharos, and 
rwo smaller, Zeas port (Pashalimani) and Mounichia 
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Fig. I. The wider area of Pireas 

port (Tourkolimano), together with the Mounichia 
hill (Profitis llias) 86.6 m and Kallipoli hill, 57.7 m, 
make up the whole scenery of Pireas. 

Historically Pireas has been inhabited since an
cient times (Figs 1, 2, 3) and it is connected with the 
history of Athens, selected as its haven, since 493 
B.C., by the politician and hero of the persian wars 
Themistocles. As a consequence of this choice, con
tinuous fortifications, shipyards, dry-docks, street
tracing by the famous architect lppodamos in Peri
cles period, and other buildings and public works 
date from that period, today remnants here and there. 
The city of Pireas was destroyed by the Roman Syl
las in 86 B.C. The history of new Pireas starts, essen
tially, in 1829, with the installation of its first inhab
itants, and officially in 1835 with the foundation of 
the municipality in a period that the population of the 
region is not more than 300 habitants. At the end of 
19th , beginning of 20th century, Pireas is considered 
by the visitors as the most modem city in Greece. 

The massive arrival of refugees in 1922 and the 
urban attraction the first decades after the second 
world war have transformed significantly the area. 
These events have been engraved in its planning 
structure. This was the case of other Greek cities, as 
well. 
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Fig. 2. Reconstruction of ancient Pireas with the Ippodamos city plan and the Long Walls 

Today Pireas is a center of transportation and com
merce, known worldwide. As it is already mentioned 
the geological sites are very rare inside the urban 
area. Efforts have been made to promote geoconser
vation in certain of these few sites. The most impor
tant between them are: 

In the small hill of Kastraki (more precisely what 
remains of the small hill, after quarrying previously 
and trying to level it, afterwards) in the western edge 
of the main harbour, we paid a lot of attention for the 
preservation of the small geological section appear
ing there. The site consists of marine Pliocene depos
its (Plate I, Fig. 1). The horseshoe-like shape of the 
hill today, is due to weathering, tectonism and human 
activity (Figs 1, 2). Features of the extensional tec
tonic activity of Pliocene age, e.g. a normal open 
fault with obvious jump, are obvious. The opening of 
the fault has been filled in a posterior phase with 
sandy and silty material. Sedimentation features also 
occur. 

Historically it is a very important site, because it is 
a monument, part of the Themistoklian "Long Wall" 
(496 B.C.) (Fig. 2) firstly, destroyed by Lysandros in 
404 B.C., reconstructed by Konon afterwards, to
gether with a temple dedicated to Aphrodite, and by 
Lykourgos later on (337 B.C.). Its name Hietionia 
Gate is after the mythical hero Hietion, who first 
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conquered the area. It is good to mention here that 
most toponyms of Pireas originate from mythical he
roes like Phaleron-Phaleros, Mounichia-Mounichos, 
Hietionia-Hietion, Phreattyda-Phreatos, Alkimos etc. 
A gate with two monumental towers (pylones) used 
to be the entrance to the Hietionia peninsula. The 
wall used to continue in this small peninsula to the 
sea, where it was connected with the wall of the oth
er side of the harbour, to form together the entrance 
of the port, used to close with chains, when needed. 
In modern times, the wider area has played a role 
during the Greek evolution, the previous century. 

In 1922, after the Asian Minor disaster, refugees 
from Asia Minor installed in the area, the small hill 
was partly built and gradually the ancient remains of 
the towers and part of the gate were demolished, a 
demolition that was completed during the bombing 
of Pireas in 1944 and the hurrying of the remains that 
followed. 

Today, public works have been undertaken in the 
area, an 157 acres surface of ex-industry zone along 
the coast. Shipping and commercial centers, as well 
as some athletic centers are planned to be structured 
in the wider, under development area, in places 
where used to be fertilizer industries. If planning is 
well done the area will enjoy economic as well as 
social prosperity. In that way the song " in Drapetso-



we don't have life any more ... " will remain only a 
s.ong. And we are trying for that. The area of Kastra

·, 3,5 acres surface, belongs to the Organization of 
Pireas harbour, and it is ceded to the municipality of 
Drapetsona, next to Pireas, to be developed. As the 

our will change to tourist, passengers port, the 
significance of the site becomes bigger, for tourist 

rposes, as well. 
As it is already mentioned, the site is primarily, an 
heological site of great importance but at the same 

time with sound geological features for education 
inly purposes. 

The criteria for the conservation and promotion of 
site, not only as archeological monument but also 

a geotope are the following: 
This site has a doubtless historic value, but from 

· geological point of view it has also a significant 
educational-pedagogical character. The reason is that 
:geological sites are rare in this urban area. For the 
geology courses of the students in the area, notions 

e geological bed, bed thickness, beds alternation, 
ient sea level, fault, normal fault, strike and dip of 

b!ds, fault opening, fault jump, extensional tec
nism, differential weathering, to mention some of 
m are very obvious and can be very easily under

ood. As at the same time geological occurrences 

are very rare, the above mentioned consists a price
less testimony of the geological history of the area. 

Besides its didactic value, as the geological and 
tectonic features appearing in the cross-section are 
very apparent, easily understood and explained, the 
visibility and the accessibility of the site are very 
good. Consequently, students can have their geologi
cal courses in the doorstep of their school, there is no 
reason to go far away. 

Therefore the proper management of the site is an 
imperative for the sake of the students of the area, but 
also for the wider environmental education. In that 
way they will learn physically the remote past of the 
area, millions of years before the man advent, and 
they will appreciate more Geology, the science that 
examines the origin of the world and of the human 
being. The argument that Greece is full of relevant 
sites is possibly true, but in big cities and urban ar
eas, natural sites are more and more rare. This means 
that in these areas even a small piece of ground has 
its value and should be protected. Urban ground is a 
priceless capital and should be conserved. Our pro
posal is geoconservation considerations and not only 
archeological aspects to be taken into consideration 
for the management of the site with small plants in 
defined places. Explicative signs decoding the infor-
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Fig. 3. The area of Athens and Pireas in Pausanias time (2nd Century A.C.) 

mation written in the nature creatures and on the 
man's works, both valuable, will give an explicit idea 
of the geological and the historical time, their rela
tion, the scale of its one. 

The.effort we have made is to integrate geoconser
vation in the shaping of the hill and to reconcile it 
with the other interests, as well as to acquire a com
mon language with other specialists in an interdisci
plinary approach, and the local authorities, involving 
environmental sensibility and elegant management. 

In this way the site will become a marvellous ex
ample of respect to the knowledge and consequently 
to heritage, as the heritage conservation requires 
knowledge. It will also become an example of inter
scientific, integral approach, and it will be involved 
in the modern city, unifying the aesthetics of the city 
with its uses and its development. A site for leisure 
and adventure for Drapetsona and Pireas inhabitants, 

PLATE! 
Fig. I . Marine Pliocene sediment, over which is built Pireas 
Fig. 2. Geological window in Pireas 
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especially if it is combined with other sites, in a net
work following the geological history of the broader 
area. These networks give a good matrix in which 
key nodes, everybody can sit comfortably and enjoy 
nature near to where he lives. Other advantages of 
the site are its vicinity to the sea and the indisputable 
view that offers to the harbour as well as from the 
boats to the site. 

Archeologists as it is evident have undertaken to 
reshape the spot in their way covering the geological 
cross-section despite our objections and proposals! 
We still hope that the development and upgrading of 
this special place and the intervention is not only ba
nal tree plantation, but a new concept with our efforts 
will prevail. 

Another very attractive space is the coast of Vot
salakia (means small pebbles), in Kastella area, with 
the small island of Stalida (or Koumoundouros is-
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land), 50 meters distance from the coast. The geolog
ical cross-section of the coast, one of the last existing 
in Pireas, belongs to the Pliocene marine-coastal de
posits already described above, but with different 
sedimentation characters. 

The small island has archeological, cultural and 
environmental value. In its 400m2 surface, more than 
26 species of wild, indigenous flora are found, four 
of which are endemic. The fauna of the island is also 
worth attention, as it is a refuge for numerous birds. 
During the Roman times baths with mosaics used to 
be there. 

The whole area is a very nice free space and needs 
urgent protection. Its position is very advantageous 
oncerning the winds, as it is placed in the south side 

of Profitis Helias hill. 
The coast, one of the most beautiful in Attica, 

along the Saronikos golf, used to be of 20 acres sur
~ ace (600 m long, 20-100 m width), is a special urban 
landscape, however maltreated from uses without in
·egral planning. Quite recently the area diminished 
-ontinuously and a lot of concrete is added, as it is 
~; ven for uses like sport grounds, bar, other small 
constructions planted rapidly in a day. 

Being a citizen of Pireas I feel very preoccupied 
·or the rapid changes, the cement addition, the inten
sive uses and the occupation of the free space, one of 

very few in the city, as well as for the covering of 
e rocks which embrace the coast (instead of pro
uncing them), for the so called "embellishment". 
An environmental approach that will stop the rap
changes in the area and will promote the above 
ntioned parameters and their interrelation is of 

great urgency. 
The preparation at the same time, of an education
package will be of great interest for the teachers 
d students. 
Ten minutes walk to the North-west is the small 
ry picturesque Mounichia port used, nowadays as 
~na. More to the north, in Dilaveri coast, the new
- and quickly developed area has tranformed into an 

e-function place, full of new entertainment haunts 
~ r young people, usually of metamodern style build
- gs, with no concern for the last geological Pliocene 
~e sections outcropping in the area. 

Although Athens and Pireas have a low percent
- e of free spaces compared to other European big 

::ities - hardly 2-3% of its total surface - these areas 
gradually disappear due to construction pressure. 

is percentage, continuously in decrease, is already 
ry low according to international specifications. 
It is worth to mention here that in the whole of At-

generally the lower free space percentage char
terizes the western, more degraded areas, which 

in great contrast with the northern wealthy ones. 
ore precisely, the percentage of free space per ha

. tant in the city of Pireas is 1.1 m2, when the mean 
- Attica in general, is 6.7 m2• The total space of the 

municipality in hectares is 1 101 ,3, the population 
(census 1996) 219 500, habitants per hectare houses 
land use 482, leisure area per habitant I, 1m2• 

The sustainable development remains in most cas
es in the papers, the protection of the natural environ
ment and the free spaces, is the most neglected pa
rameter in the urban planning. Therefore a policy to 
embrace social, economic and environmental issues 
is needed; the city should be observed as an alive ec
osystem. 

The pessimistic belief that things cannot be im
proved is not true. The truth is that even in the most 
overcrowded areas there is possibility for some free 
spaces allowing for some hope, all the more because 
most of these areas are of statutory regime and con
sequently no difficult expropriation procedures are 
necessary. Pireas, a city with the front in the sea, has 
the possibilities to recover and become a sustainable 
and attractive city for its inhabitants and the tourists, 
at the moment passengers only, which take the boats 
for the islands. But all these can become reality with 
a new concept, with inspiration, utopia and imagina
tion. The casual, without thinking, embellishment 
intentions, should finish. Environmental innocence 
is not any more permitted. 

Pireas is an international city due to its big port 
and keeps an international status in navigation. But a 
city that is international and likes to be so belongs to 
its inhabitants as well as to all those who want to vis
it it. There are a lot of things to be done for the sus
tainability, economic, and environmental upgrading. 
Its promotion and recession into the world of the in
ternational enterprising and tourist interest needs in
frastructure regeneration and change to environmen
tally healthy conditions. This means, according to 
the modern views, that urban environment must not 
be in conflict and antagonism with the natural envi
ronment, but to be incorporated in it, and not to trans
form man of the cities into an artificial hot-cot in
mate. City and nature should coexist in harmony. The 
timing is quite in favour as the urban environment is 
of the priorities of the European Union after the de
cisions of Amsterdam, June 1997. Pireas inhabitants, 
according to an inquiry made by the Institute V-PRC 
feel that their city is abandoned, so they are disap
pointed from their life in their town. The shortage of 
free spaces, the degradation of the environment, 
make them sceptic. 

For the consensus with the local society, inquiries, 
involvement, studies of environmental impacts as
sessment, as protective measures for the environment 
and the quality of life, are needed. 

It is quite obvious we need a strategy. Concerning 
the impending olympic games, we hope they let be
hind a good heritage with the proper constructions. 
This depends a lot on the planning philosophy that 
will follow the involved governmental bodies and it 
is a great responsibility of the local authorities as 
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well, for the very significant interventions that will 
take place, not to be opportunistic. 

According to publications a great number of Pireas 
citizens are very thinking because of the infrastruc
ture works for the games along the coast. The discus
sion for example, for the area described below, is 
open . This space named Almyrida or Alipedon (salt
ed area), in the wider, westwards, area of Pireas, 
needs a special treatment, as it is the Delta area of 
Kifissos and of modern bed of Ilissos rivers, 2 km 
long along the Phaleron bay. It is preferable for the 
area to become a biotope-wetland as it was in the an
cient times. This proposal made by Helene Delfinou 
and Irene Pylarinou, architects, together with Tassos 
Biris, professor of Technical Univ. of Athens has, al
ready, won the first prize in an international competi
tion for the convivial spaces, last year. Now it needs 
a spirited decision on behalf of the nearby municipal
ity in order to be realized. A public inquiry and dis
cussion on conflict interests can be preceded. It is 
true that if the decision is in favor of the zone, to let 
in natural processes and live again the delta land
scape, this will give to the area between the coast and 
the desert of flat blocks, another more attractive view 
than the urban austerity. This pioneer proposal looks 
attractive and interesting to the politicians, planners 
and involved municipalities, but needs a certain 
courage to be promoted, as it is in contradiction with 
other land trivial uses. It needs awareness and educa
tion in order to choose the gentle solution of an urban 
natural park with ground paths, plant, forms and for
mations signs and birds observatories, as well as a 
small center of reception, environmental education 
and public awareness, instead of old fashioned solu
tions with haunts, playgrounds, recreation centers 
and why not taverns, bars, parking etc. Not to be for
gotten that the ex wetland area, extended seawards 
with debris filling, has become a zone of high prices 
ground, from which businessmen hope to profit. The 
proposal for a natural spot is feasible, realistic but of 
another reality that needs awareness, culture and dif
ferent mentality. It is not the easy solution and it 
needs an ample gesture. This solution will secure the 
dialogue with the water, the opening of the land
scape, the relation of the rivers with the sea. This re
lation is not a typical but a dialectical one that can 
transform the urban landscape painting. 

Greece has a very long coast. The problem is that 
in most urban and tourist areas the physical continu
ation of the urban landscape with the coast is abol
ished. These areas of land and water meeting cannot 
be an artificial, false coast. The priority is to be na
ture-oriented, the natural face of the nature to be pro
nounced. 

Today, the priorities, the awareness in relation 
with the ones of the fiftties and sixties are changing. 
The knowledge of environmental impacts has ad
vanced and been enriched. Consequently the mental-
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ity, the methodologies and the approaches on the ur
ban environment have spectacularly developed. 

Policy needed 

There is a need for calm and peaceful places to es
cape from the pressure of urban life, places that can 
improve the physical, moral and spiritual condition 
of the urban dweller. 

The view that nothing can change now is not true 
because even in the most overcrowded areas there 
are possibilities for an aspiration. What we need is 
decisions for free spaces conservation and protec
tion, as well as measures for drastic limitation of the 
activities and public services in the center, of the 
endless expansion of cities etc. 

The municipalities and the local authorities have 
become very powerful in European level and should 
manage to take the best decisions for their regions, 
their home. Working closely together with: a) public 
or private organizations which will provide special
ists knowledge and advice, b) voluntary groups and 
interested individuals will produce a nature conser
vation strategy inside the city. 

This strategy will give the guidelines to protect, 
promote, improve and create areas of nature conser
vation value within the cities, the city of Pireas in 
order to improve the quality of life of its residents 
and visitors. These guidelines will be formulated 
within policies, which will be incorporated into the 
City Plan, thus building environmental consideration 
into the very fabric of the city planning and develop
ment policies. In order to develop the strategy and to 
continue its implementation, extensive survey of the 
city open spaces has to be undertaken, in order after
wards management plans for these to be installed. 
The municipalities are owners of a number of 
grounds. It should be decided not to be built easily 
anymore, as the city has overpassed its tolerances, 
and open spaces are rare. 

As there is an increase in the amount of leisure 
time spent in, around or near home, positive activi
ties should be invented but open spaces are indis
pensable for them. 

The idea of education in environmental matters, as 
part of these activities will produce active, involved 
and concerned citizens. 

The role of Urban Geology 

In these matters geology has the precedence over 
other matters because of the intimate relationship of 
urban development with geology. There is a pro
found influence of geology on human society but is 
considered as granted. The distribution of inhabit
ants, plants and animals is depended upon geology, 



hich underlies and forms the landscape. Economic 
ell being is also underpinned by geology, as far as 

d:le character of urban areas, the building stones, the 
architectural heritage, the human history, civilization 
and culture reflect the local geology and geological 

istory. Hence, the urban geological resource and its 
potential in education, for raising public awareness 
~or the nature and its conservation and protection is 
· portant. Earth heritage conservation in urban areas 
·- a new, quite indispensable, initiative. Because a 

ritage value placed on the local environment is 
ore effective than trying to raise concern about 

some remote site which most people have never vis
ited. 

Inversely, the urban areas provide perhaps the best 
portunity to demonstrate the value of geology and 

- consequence the need for geological conservation 
modem society. 
For this reason a systematic attempt to conserve 
few natural exposures in the city is indispensable. 

Only by conserving the rocks we can decode the 
amazing story of mountain building, climate change 
and the evolution of life. These areas of urban envi
ronment may be artificially constructed, marooned 
remnants of a natural landscape or by-products of in
dustry, such as old quarries or railway cuttings. Parks 
a:nd open spaces represent also one of the most im
portant resources of urban geology and geomorphol
ogy. Despite its apparent richness this resource ex
plaining the city's remote past and rationale of its 
oundation, is under-used and unsung. Signboards, 

· terpretative boards, explanatory trail leaflets, ex
plaining the geological history deduced from them 
a:nd its relation with the history of the city will be 
~ood means for knowledge and recreation. The 
placement of interactive geological tableaux in some 
places could be of great help also. Town geological 
nail guides not only documenting outcrops and set
ring them in a wider geological context, but provid
ing a guide to building stone and the link between 
local geology and the industrial heritage of the re
gion is appreciable not only for the habitant but for 
me passenger as well. Providing this helpful material 
explaining the geology and geomorphology features 
in its natural setting the potential for appreciation, 
study and involvement of the general public increas
es together with their interest for the city. 

Conclusion 

The concept of grey cities, with environmental issues 
in a fringe concern, is not any more acceptable. We 
need an everyday relation with nature and free spac
es in our cities. Nature and free spaces not only 
green, in an idyllic and romantic concept, but multi
colored like the rocks of the Earth. We need these 
colors that embellish our every day life. This innova
tive new concept is a key factor to the sustainable 
regeneration for the cities of tomorrow. We are 
dreaming these democratic cities reconciled with na
ture, that will satisfy the basic human needs in the 
everyday conditions of urban life. 
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